Excel Knives - Blades - Tools
K-18 Knife Kit w/5 extra #11 blades

7.65

K-18 Knife Kit w/1 #11 blade
5.40

color
blue

color
blue

Light weight, aluminum body with comfortable soft grip handle.
Fits all standard craft knife blades including Xacto Knife.
Includes
4 jaw aluminum chuck with rear blade release for a more secure blade and hold than your
standard light duty knife; Comes with a snug fitting, shatter resistant safety cap.

S

Excel #11 Blades

harper than average blades, these double honed hobby blades are made from carbon steel and
have a strong tip and flex without breaking to keep their edge and tip longer, and are coated in a thin
layer of oil for rust protection.
Pkg. of 5 - 2.25 Pkg. of 100 - 31.00

K1 Aluminum Knife w/#11 blade

3.25 ea.
Light weight body fits with all standard craft knife blades including Xacto Knife.
Includes 4 jaw aluminum chuck for more secure blade positioning and hold than your standard light duty knife; with a snug
fitting, twist lock shatter resistant safety cap.

K26 Fit Grip Knife w/#11 blade

It includes a rubberized soft exterior that encases a strong
aluminum body and four jawed chuck with rear blade
release for a more secure blade placement. Includes a #11
blade and a snug fitting, shatter resistant safety cap

6.95 ea.

2.95 ea.

K71 Index Knife
w/#11 blade

4.65 ea.

The Index Detail Knife is a small, lightweight,
maneuverable knife designed with a oval-like hole
handle to hug the users index finger while in use.
This enables the user the maximum amount of
control without losing any of the comfort.

Excel Swivel Knife

7.95 ea.

for precision cutting, trimming, and stripping of paper, plastic,
wood, cloth, and film. Textured grip for ease of use.

Replacement Blade for Excel Swivel knife
#64 blade - pkg.2 - 2.95 pkg.

Deluxe Retractable Knife w/clip
12.95 ea.

16.95
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Stylish light weight hobby knife, with a clean cutting blade for fine detail work,
cutting, scoring, trimming, and stenciling with ultimate precision #66 replaceable
blade
Extra Blades - #66 - (Pkg.2)-4.40

Introducing the new AlumiKit. It contains one
Alumicolor “AlumiCutter” Ruler along with an
Excel Blades K18 knife in the same red color.
Each 12-inch Imperial ruler has a raised edge and
finger groove which allows for safe cutting with
any knife!
Additionally, each ruler is equipped with a NonSlip backing to ensure perfect sturdy placement

Pounce Wheels
1/4”

24 teeth per in.

5/16”

18 teeth per in.

7/16”

14 teeth per in.

The versatile head can be locked for straight
line work or loose to allow for circles or
curved designs,
8.95ea.

p.76A

